Edinburgh-Nottingham Joint Macro PhD Workshop

Date: 9th December 2021

Organisers: Alessandro Ruggieri and Jake Bradley (University of Nottingham); Axel Gottfries, Jonna Olsson and Rafael Lopes de Melo (University of Edinburgh)

Location: Hybrid format with seminars running on-site in Edinburgh and Nottingham connected via zoom. Nottingham location is C43 in Sir Clive Granger.

Programme:

1.00-1.45: Stuart Breslin (University of Edinburgh) “On the job training and search frictions: Implications for wage profiles”

1.45-2.30pm: Sungwon Moon (University of Nottingham) “On the job search, precautionary savings, and the progressivity of income taxation”

2.30-3.00pm Break

3.00-3.45pm: Lee Tyrell-Henry (University of Edinburgh) “EM Forever blowing bubbles: Global imbalances and the limits of fiscal space”

3.45-4.30pm: Gabriele Lucchetti (University of Nottingham); "Cities, earnings, and skills of immigrants"